
Timestamp What is your name? What did you do instead of using media streaming?Did you find it difficult? Why or why not?Did this experience change your view on what is a want and what is a need?Any additional thoughts?
4/19/2021 11:05:13 Reading and sleeping. It was very difficult because I was not able to play afk arena but other than that it was fine.Absolutely. I now know that reading harry potter is more enjoyable than watching a movie. (This does not change my views on JK Rowling).Nope.
4/19/2021 11:12:42 I read for most of my free time instead of using any devices.I found it a little tricky, but very possible. I kept on accidentally reaching for my phone, but I succeeded in not going on devices (I don't really watch movies, TV, or YouTube, so instead I cut out devices and social media).No, but it gave me a bit more perspective. I already knew that I didn't need to use my phone, but it was eye-opening to see how much I use it to fill time.
4/19/2021 11:16:57 Homework and reading No, because I don't use too much medianot really because it didn't really affect what I was doing
4/19/2021 11:19:10 I drew and read some books.It was difficult because normally it is a distraction from other things but I wasn't able to use it.I don't need to watch tv or play video games, but it is nice to do. It is a want not a need.Don't think so.
4/19/2021 11:19:41 I mainly read books and read math-related things through already printed booklets.I didn't find it difficult because it was just one day, and there are a lot of other things for me to do.This experience didn't change much as I already "knew" that media streaming / online stuff is not a need, but just something you want.

4/19/2021 11:23:49 I mostly spent my time on the couch and in my room.Our Nighttime Ritual of Food Eating (TM) was kind of awkward, because we usually watch a show when we eat. Aside from that, everything was fine.

No. I was already aware that streaming media and having access to videos/tv shows/movies, as well as many other devices/utilities/objects that my family uses is a privelege and a want, rather than an absolute need.
I've been incredibly aware (throughout the past years) of what the needs of a human being are (which, compared to everything we have here in Canada, doesn't seem like a lot), so I'm also aware that we take many of the things that are only wants and exaggerate our "need" for them, and also that many of the utilities that we only want (such as cookware and schools) have come to be very important in society so that they can almost be classified as a need.
In reality, our basic survival needs (classified as 'phycological needs' according to Abraham Moslow's hierarchy of human needs) can be boiled down to food, clean water, shelter, air, and sunlight, so everything else is either something that been transformed into seemingly necessary, or is obviously just something we enjoy and do not require.

4/19/2021 11:29:45 I drew and wrote, although most of my time was really just waiting for the next day to arrive. I barely opened my computer since I was afraid I was going to forget about the challenge and start watching videos.I found it SO difficult- I normally have a video going on in the background since I like having human voices talking while I'm drawing (it's probably why I talk to myself a lot), so being without it made it very hard to concentrate on what I was doing.I don't really think so...? I mean, I know that I don't absolutely *need* videos, but it definitely helps me concentrate on whatever I'm doing, so it's a definite strong want.
4/19/2021 11:31:08 art, piano, work out in my gym, cookYesss, because even thogut i do those thigns everyday, i alwasy have the tv or my computer onnot really
4/19/2021 11:51:48 Went outside to skateboard and did some art, read, did my work, all as normal.No not at all because the most of my life does not involve movies, streaming video games etc, etc. So it was extremely easy for me to just do the things that I normally while also eliminating the 30 mins or so of movie watching.It really made me realize how much I don't want things like t.v to "take over" my life but instead to live with a variety of other components. I think this project would be a good thing to re-do every once in a while to re-new your sense of what you rely on too heavily, what you really need etc etc.Nope. Thanks and GL!
4/19/2021 12:07:11 read books, played a game, ate, played with lego.Yes because I like using electronics. Watching TV and playing video games are something I enjoy a lot and taking it away was difficult.Yes it did. Now I know that I can go without electronics for a little while but I would never Want to.It was hard.
4/19/2021 12:10:24 Sketch concept art for Botw 2Not watching youtube or twitch was pretty boring, but I found something I liked to do and did it.It did, and really showed that you dont have to be on a screen to do something fun.nope, that's it.
4/19/2021 12:17:53 Reading Not really, since I had fun readingYes
4/19/2021 12:18:04 Calculus Not really, I don't really watch television, but I presume that it would be more difficult if I did.Absolutely. I didn't think that a computer was a need until the challenge, and now I think it's an absolute must have, for our education. However, I also reinforced my opinion on things like video games and movies, which are wants, and we don't absolutely need themNot at the moment
4/19/2021 12:19:34 I read books, played piano and violin, went outside for a walk, and I did some homework.Not particularly. While I was somewhat disappointed at having to miss watching a show I was looking forward to, it didn't impede what I typically do at home, so I wasn't bothered. In an abstract sense. I've always known that things like television are completely unneeded, but this solidified it in my mind. 
4/19/2021 12:19:44 I read "The Code Book" for half of an hour.I did not find it difficult, probably because half of an hour is not very long to change anything.No
4/19/2021 12:21:46 I played chess with my sisterNo, I don't really use devices at home.No, I know what is a want and what is a need.
4/19/2021 12:23:32 I read not really sort of, i noticed I dont really need media streaming
4/19/2021 12:24:31 Campfire & board games with familyNot really, it was actually kind of funUh, not rly sure... Non...
4/19/2021 12:24:48  Played outside, crafts I did because it means I wasn't really able to see anything from outside my houseno, not really. It seems like something that wouldn't benefit the environment much, and there are other things to do that would be easier and of less detriment.
4/19/2021 12:24:57 Played a couple of card gamesI did because it's usually my go to thing to do to when I'm bored so I found it difficult for that reasonyes it did because watching rondom videos is definitely not a neednope
4/19/2021 12:41:19 Dishes, reading It was a bit difficult because I usually watched a tv show while doing dishes.  It was interesting to see how it felt without using tv as filler noise.Not really I could imagine doing this for a week at some point to see how it feels.  When I was in university, I didn't have TV one year and that was an interesting experience!


